
Reposit End Of Tenancy Evidence Requirements

Evidence from the beginning of the tenancy

Signed tenancy agreement (AST or PRT)

Signed check-in inventory  *This should be signed by the tenant(s)
If the inventory is not signed by the tenant(s), you will need to provide evidence that the 
inventory was provided to the tenant(s) at the start of the tenancy.

Third party tenant referencing results
The result will need to prove the tenant(s) passed Reposit’s eligibility criteria at a 
minimum. If they did not pass referencing, we will need to see the reference result of the 
guarantor or proof that the tenant(s) paid 6 months rent up front.

Evidence from during the tenancy

Annual inspection report *Only required for Reposits that commenced before 1st August 
2021 and the tenancy has surpassed 12 months

Rent chaser emails from the point the rent became overdue *Where rent arrears 
charges have been submitted

Record of communication relating to the charges
If there has been any correspondence with the tenant(s) and/or guarantor (where 
applicable) regarding the charges submitted, please keep a record of this, as this may 
strengthen your case if relied upon. 

Evidence from the end of the tenancy

Check-out report 
The check-out report must state the date the check-out was conducted.

Full rent statement *Where rent arrears charges have been submitted or a Reposit Switch 
has been used

Re-let fees *For Reposits/tenancies that commenced after 1st August 2021
Please note that such fees must be considered “reasonable”, properly evidenced with 
invoices or receipts, and compliant with the terms of the Tenant Fees Act 2019.

Invoices and/or quotes *For cleaning, damages and item removals

All end of tenancy charges must be raised through your Reposit dashboard within 
24 days of the checkout date. Reminder: A Reposit must be extended to cover the 
full tenancy period, and must not be checked out until the tenant has vacated the 
property. 
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